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EDITOR'S NOTES
Wonders of the Web
Countless published articles, both in electronic and printed forms, have extolled the virtues of the World Wide Web as a tool for communication and research. Brie¯y, here is another. My perspective on this subject has changed in the past two years on the basis of my experience as a journal editor. I have discovered the utility of the Web for ® nding scientists around the world to serve as reviewers for manuscripts submitted to Applied Spectroscopy. This capability has been especially valuable when our of® ce receives a m anuscript in an area of spectroscopy or its application that is new to the journal, where our database m ay not list suitable reviewers.
The Web contains a wealth of information that allows scientists who are currently working in a speci® c ® eld to be identi® ed. That electronic inform ation comes from several sources. Most scienti® c journals now have on-line abstracts or full-text editions that allow easy searching and access to cited references. Many scienti® c meetings now publish their programs on the Web, so that descriptions of research activity that predates printed publication are readily available. Most university and government researchers around the world publicize their research activities and interests on their institutions' home pages.
It has been rem arkable to m e how many investigators in a new ® eld can be quickly identi® ed through these sources. On-line scienti® c search ser vices such as ACS' s Chemical Abstracts Service or ISI' s Web of Science are straightfor ward means of ® nding authors of key published papers in a narrow ® eld of research. Even without access to one of these expensive ser vices, we can often succeed with a simple keyword quer y to a general Websearch engine, and ® nd abstracts of m eeting presentations, published papers, and Web pages of scientists from around the globe who are active in an area of scientifc research. Web phone books and name searches also help us ® nd authors of key cited works who may have m oved, changed companies, or recently retired. Given the widespread reorganization and turn-over of corporations and their research staffs, we more often need these new tools to locate experts who are m oving around the globe. These strategies for identifying expertise in new research areas for the journal are spilling over into m y own research. Through the Web, it is now easy to identify, locate, and m ake contact with scientists elsewhere in the world who are working in related research areas. While discoveries in science and technology are com ing at an ever faster pace, our ability to ® nd and com municate with key players in any ® eld has never been easier. JOEL M. HARRIS EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
